GENERAL FICTION

Hannah Alexander
Sharon Foster
Phillip Gulley
Rene Gutteridge
Kathy Herman
Karen Kingsbury
Beverly Lewis
Gary Parker
Frank Peretti
Tracie Peterson
Lisa Sampson
Ann Tatlock
Jamie Turner
Robert Whitlow

Another good source for locating titles is the online resource NoveList. This database allows you to search for titles similar to an author or title you liked. There are subject headings for Christian fiction.

Other inspirational authors such as Max Lucado are located in the nonfiction area in the 200s (Religion).
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ROMANCE

Lisa Bergren
Terri Blackstock
Lyn Cote
Robin Lee Hatcher
Roxanne Henke
Patricia Hickman
Angela Hunt
Robin Gunn Jones
Linda Nichols
Catherine Palmer
Francine Rivers
Lauraine Snelling
Lori Wick

HISTORICAL ROMANCE

Lawana Blackwell
Lori Copeland
Ruth Glover
Al and Joanna Lacy
Gilbert Morris
Janet Oke
Jane Peart
Michael Phillips

HISTORICAL NOVELS

Lynn Austin
James Scott Bell
Stephen Bly (some in Westerns)
Jack Cavanaugh
John Hagee
Steve Lawhead
Bonnie Leon
Gerald Lund
Judith Pella
Bodie and Brock Thoene

THRILLERS/MYSTERY

Randy Alcorn (in mysteries)
James Scott Bell
Terri Blackstock
T. Davis Bunn
L.L. Chaikin
Brandilyn Collins (in mysteries)
Ted Dekker
Alton Gansky (in mysteries)
Dee Henderson
Harry Kraus
Lorena McCourtney (in mysteries)
Randy Singer

APOCALYPTIC/FANTASY

James BeauSigneur
Karen Hancock
Tim LaHaye
Bill Myers